
In many cases the Anglicized forms were actually closely related to the basic 
Gaelic surnames mu "O's" as in the. Cass of the name Daly. The final doom of 
the Gaelic surnames came as a result of an establishment of the English lan-
guage among the lush, this circumstance caused the English for for granted and 
considered as- natural. In recent times, the Gaelic original has been re-adopted 
b: This trend back to the Gaelic ‘will naturally spread as the ancient language 
gradually resumes!  V  ~  tread,  The common definition of the O'Dalalgh sur-
name today is, "deriving from Detach meaning 'one vivo assemblies'; the root 
word is Dial, now the official title of the parliament of the Republic of truant pos-
sible to the long tradition of scholarship and poetic achievement associated with 
those who b Gaelic Ireland had a place of honor at the tribal dais as a man of 
learning and a poet, Other evidence points to an even older more significant 
meaning, based on the claim by the page offspring of their gods. This evidence 
is found on several Gorham stones which contain the oldest writing. An example 
from the Goren Stone; DALLO MAQA Maori MA Qi ERACIAS MAQI L! And one 
from K.ifkenny BRANITTOS MAQI bears DDALLOS. These inscriptions appear 
to invoke either pagan g~ figures with names similar to the ancestral "Detach". , 
6... third foghorn, Monataggert !I further speas sons of the eponymous ances-
tor (Dali). In many cases the mythological ancestor vvas female. DALAG N I 
MAQ ! DALI From this evidence a   with  times  of  antiquity  in  Ireland,  it  
would  appear  that  there  are  reasonable  grounds  for  assumer  "O’Dalalgh" 
has agedly or mythological stgnificance.lrjdaed, it provides more logical proba-
ble m O’Dalalgh than the more popular versions built almost entirely on defini-
tions given in modern die parts of the family nine., Almost without exception the 
armorial motto of the O’Dalalgh has been featured as "Doe et Regis ! O’Dalalgh 
had used .a Gaelic motto prior to the adoption of "Doe et Regis Delis" by those 
O’Dalalgh' their loyalty to the reigning English monarchs. Around the turn of the 
century, an Irish motto: "All vivify and Strong, was found to have existed among 
the O'Dalaigh's of Galway and its origin being Agues Mir" is clearly descriptive of 
the O’Dalalgh crest whereas the usual one "Doe Et Regis FL dells", I and King is 
neither descriptive of the crest nor of the {mostly) disloyal family of O'Dalaigh's,  
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